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The first thing you notice about
Chief Jonathan Boytie Ogufere
is his bubbly and energetic spirit,
which belies his age. At 90, he
is older than the country and
has lived through the best and
worst of her existence. Even more
interesting is the loads of amazing
stories he has to tell about it. In
this interview with FUNKE BABS
KUFEJI, he shares some of
these stories with us and the joys
of turning 90.
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WHEN SISI ABAH TURNED 80

Recently Hajia Zainab Folawiyo, aka Sisi Abah, marked her 80th birthday
anniversary at her Ikoyi residence in Lagos.
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once saw a card that read, “what age would
you be if you didn’t know what age you were
?” I have often pondered on that question,
especially when I found myself in situations I
assumed would be better if only I were either
older or younger. This week’s cover personality, Chief Jonathan Boytie Ogufere, got me thinking about it again. A 90-year-old man with the
charisma, wit and gait of one much younger and a
razor-sharp memory to crown it all. You would be
impressed too. Now before I continue, here’s a little
backstory. Before now, I had always been one who
freaked out at the thought of getting old.
At just 22, I convinced myself that I had several
wrinkles. I panicked and started my journey with
anti-ageing skincare, pursuing society’s unrealistic
beauty and ageing standards. I remember waking up on my 30th birthday feeling all nervous and
flustered. Thankfully as I approach 40, my life experiences have reshaped my thoughts, and I have
finally become comfortable with the idea of growing older. As a matter of fact, I looked forward to
each birthday celebration with joy. Like the tiger’s
stripes, I finally understood that growing older was
a badge of honour meant to be worn with pride. I
love growing older, but at the same time, I know
I will never grow old. Nobody grows old merely
by years. We grow old when we stop living. Years
may wrinkle the skin, but giving up your zest for
life crushes the soul. And that’s really what’s most
important. It doesn’t matter if you are eighteen or
eighty; there is in every human being’s heart the
lure of wonder, a child-like appetite for what’s next,
and the joy of living. There is a wireless station at
the centre of your heart, and as long as it receives
messages of beauty, hope, joy, courage and power,
you will remain forever young.
What age would you be if you didn’t know what
age you were? Have you ever asked yourself that
question? I have heard people say they feel old at
just 28 and then also met 60-year-olds who are so
full of life and radiate youth.
Growing up is a privilege and
beautiful experience, and I
hope that, just like I have, we
all embrace it and cherish it for
what it is - life’s greatest gift.

Konye

@thisdaystyleon | www.thisdaystyle.ng
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When Sisi
Abah turned
80

R

Sisi
ecently Hajia Zainab Folawiyo, aka
iverAbah, marked her 80th birthday ann
The
sary at her Ikoyi residence in Lagos.
n
Fashion Icon and wife of businessma
of
and philanthropist Late Baba Adinni
o, was celebrated
Yoruba Land, Wahab Iyanda Folawiy
e friend Senator
by her son Segun Awolowo and clos
high profile guests
Florence Ita-Giwa as well as other
and President
including Gov Babajide Sanwo-Olu
Olusegun Obasanjo.

PRESIDENT OLUSEGUN OBASANJO

SEGUN AWOLOWO

BOLA AWOLOWO & GOV. DAPO ABIODUN OF OGUN STATE

MRS OBASANJO

TOYIN SARAKI & PASTOR PAUL ADEFARASIN

PHOTO: MUBO PETERS

SISI ABAH FOLAWIYO

ABDUL SAMAD RABIU

BOLA SHAGAYA

RUTH OSIME & VIVIAN CHILOGI

FOLORUNSHO ALAKIJA

JIDE COKER

ALI BABA

SENA ANTHONY

MO ABUDU

FLORENCE ITA-GIWA

ALIKO DANGOTE

OLORI LADUN SIJUWADE

GREG UANSERU

OPRAL BENSON

JENINFER, ONYINYE, PASTOR ITUAH IGHODALO, SAM IWUAJ

TONY ELUMELU & JAMES IBORI

OKU & OSAGIE OKUNBOR

LADY MAIDEN ALEX IBRU

BIMBO ASHIRU

GWEN & IKE NWACHUKWU

ABIKE DABIRI-EREWA

LANRE TEJUOSHO

EKUA ABUDU

OSAHON OKUNBO & IKENNA UKWA

BOSE CLARK

CHIEF NIKE AKANDE
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Late Lady
Munachim
Anozia (Nee
Nzeribe) goes
home

I

ction and the
t was a time of sorrow, sober refle
State, as
celebration of life in Oguta town, Imo
with family
,
ings
Engr. Ifeanyi Anozia II and his sibl
rs, bade farewell
members, friends and sympathize
Anozia (nee
to their mother, Lady Munachim C.
ve service as an AsNzeribe), aged 60. She died in acti
toms.
sistant Controller of the Nigerian Cus
Mass at Sacred
The burial started with a Requiem
r which the interHeart Catholic Church, Oguta, afte
pound. After that,
ment took place at their private com
-watering reception
dignitaries were treated to a mouth
at the Civic Centre, Oguta.

MEMBERS OF THE FAMILY

OBIAKU IWELUMO, OGEDI NZERIBE, EKWI ONUOHA

CHIJIOKE NZERIBE

JOSEPH C. IKUNNA

CHARLES OPUTA (A.K.A. CHARLY BOY)
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NNOROH EJINE

STELLA IFOMAH

OPUTA-NWOBI YVONNE OGBUEFI

DAVE ANORUE

KENNETH OKAM NGEGWU

B’SHAN NNADIAZO

JOSEPH OPUTA

IDU ONUMONU

REV. FR. STANLEY EKWERIKE

ALMA ELUWA

VAL DIFU ANOZIA

ANNIA BADA

ALEXIS ANOZIA, IFEANYI ANOZIA & NNENNA ANOZIA

UZOECHI ONUMONU
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DUBEM NZERIBE

AJASHI NZERIBE

JOSEPH C. IKUNNA

REV. FR. LEO EKE

GERALD IRONA

EKENE NWAKUCHE

LANRE NZERIBE

CALISTA ANENE

BIODUN OGBAIDE

IFEANYI TONY & OGBUIFE MEGAN NZERIBE

OBIAKU IWELUMO

OGECHI NZERIBE

FRANK NWEKE JUNIOR

NKEM NZERIBE

LEKAN ALAKIJA

NOSA OSAZUWA

PACER GUOBADIA

JOSEPH C IKUNNA

KELECHI ELUWA

ANTHONIA NWOBI
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BISOLA ADEBOYE, SEMI ALAO, KARI TUKUR

ABDULWASIU, OMOGBOLAHAN LAWAL & TUNJI ABDUL
MMED, DEP GOV FEMI HAMZAT OF LAGOS STATE, HRM OBA
MOHA
LAI
,
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O
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,
ABDUL
MOJI
A,
AYINL
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E,
TUNDE YUSUF, MUIZ BANIR

THE ART HOTEL
EXPERIENCE

AISHA & GBENGA OYEBODE

OYINDA OLASHOJU

BOWALE JOLAOSO, ADEOYE FADEYIBI & ADE BAJOMO

JIMI LAI MOHAMMED & SEYI OYINOLA

R

By Isioma Usiade
ecently the Art Hotel, Lagos officially
ch
threw open its doors at a lavish laun
oria
Vict
event. Located in the heart of
ind
Island, The Art Hotel is a first-of-its-k
hos
ed
hotel which will offer unmatch
mercial hub. The
pitality experiences in Nigeria’s com
hotel a travel
“art-tainment” atmosphere makes the
rned with cuenthusiast’s home; with its walls ado
n artists like Peju
rated art pieces from notable Nigeria
usi Olatunji, and
Alatishe, Ndidi Emefele, Tola Aliki, San
, to name a few.
Nike and Tola Wewe, Bolaji Ogunwo

MR ROD

ERNEST NDUKWE

FOLORUNSHO COKER & HABIB ONIRU

LAYAL TINUBU, ADRIANNA & TANIA OMOTAYO

NIKE DAVIES OKUNDAYE

FAROUK SALEH, AYO OLASHOJU, HRM SAHEED ELEGUSHI

PASTOR IDOWU ILUYOMADE

FOLUKE KAFAYAT ABDULRAZAQ, BOLA SHAGAYA, BOLA EROGB

YEMI LAWAL, VICTOR OSADOLOR, CHANTELLRE ABDUL, KEMI

ABDUL, JIDE ADEOLA & INNOCENT IKE.

& HAKEEM MURI OKUNOLA

YULIA & RICHARD
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KEMI AJAYI, EGO BOYO & OGHOR OKHAI - AKHIGBE

ERU EDEWOR, FATIMA SANYAOLU & NJI UDU

OGBO, AMOGE JIPREZE & ELIZABETH JIBUNOH

TOBI OGUNROMBI, SENI KUSAMOTU & SIMI KUSAMOTU

SENI KUSAMOTU, BIODUN THOMAS, YOMI BELLO & RASHE

ED JAIYEOLA
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Ten Things This Week
BURNA BOY, TEMS,
PHEELZ AND BNXN
FEATURE IN BARACK
OBAMA’S 2022 SUMMER
PLAYLIST

DESIGN

TEMS ON
WAKANDA
FOREVER TRAILER
AND OTHER WINS

N

igerian singer, songwriter,
and record producer Tems
lends her voice to the trailer
of Marvel Studio’s latest production, Wakanda Forever.
In the emotional trailer, Tems
sang a cover of Bob Marley’s No,
Woman, No Cry with a Kendrick
Lamar sample of Alright.
This comes after the singer’s
double win at the recently concluded Black Entertainment Awards
and another win some days after
from the Nordoff Robbins Music
Therapy Organisation named the
Raymond Weil International Award.

STEVE
BABAEKO
GETS
SECOND
TERM
AS AAAN
PRESIDENT

T

BIG BROTHER NAIJA IS BACK ON
OUR SCREENS

N

F

PORTABLE
DISQUALIFIED
FROM HEADIES
AWARD

BEATRICE EKWEREMADU
GETS BAIL.

A

igeria’s Tobi Amusan has smashed a world record in the women’s
100-meter hurdles in the semifinals at the World Championships in
Eugene, Oregon. Amusan, who was fourth at the Tokyo Olympics and
at the last worlds in 2019, clocked 12.12 seconds in Sunday’s semifinals at
Hayward Field. In the final, she won in 12.06. Jamaican Britany Anderson
took silver, followed by Olympic gold medalist Jasmine Camacho-Quinn of
Puerto Rico.

F

ZENITH RETAINS POSITION
AS NUMBER ONE BANK IN
NIGERIA

Z

enith Bank Plc has been ranked as the number one bank in Nigeria by tier-1 capital in
the 2022 Top 1000 World Banks Ranking
published by The Banker Magazine. For the 13th
consecutive year, the bank retained its position as
the number one tier-1 bank in Nigeria with a tier-1
capital of $2.75 billion, emerging as the 460th bank
globally.
The ranking, published in the July 2022 edition of
The Banker Magazine of the Financial Times Group,
United Kingdom, was based on banks’ global 2021
year-end Tier-1 capital.

London court has granted bail to Beatrice, wife
of a former Deputy Senate President, Ike Ekweremadu. While her husband, who is the lawmaker
representing Enugu West Senatorial district, was denied
bail. The U.K. Metropolitan Police earlier had charged
the Ekweremadus with conspiracy to facilitate the travel
of another person for organ harvesting.
It is alleged that Ike Ekweremadu, 60, and his wife,
Beatrice Ekweremadu, 55, brought the 21-year-old man
from Nigeria to the U.K.

N

&

LAGOS FASHION WEEK RETURNS
OCTOBER 26TH -29TH, 2022

he organisers of Headies
Awards 2022 have
disqualified singer Habeeb
Okikiola, professionally known
as Portable, from its list of
nominees.
The organisers noted that the
singer had garnered negative
attention from the Nigeria
Police and the general public.
In a statement issued, the
organisers also cited the criminal
investigations carried out by the
police over the singer’s recent
misdemeanours.
The Headies Award had earlier
nominated Portable to contest in
the ‘Rookie of the Year and ‘Best
Street-Hop Artiste categories.

igeria’s most anticipated reality show Big Brother Naija is back
on our screens for the 7th season tagged level up. Ebuka ObiUchendu has being retained as the host for the 6th time. the
winner of the season is expected to win a total of ₦100 million grand
prize which includes a N50m cash prize and ₦50m worth of prizes
from sponsors

10

our Nigerian musicians, Tems, Burna Boy, Buju,
and Pheelz, are on Obama’s 2022 Summer
Playlist.
Finesse by Pheelz featuring Buju, currently known
as BNXN, Burna Boy’s ‘Last Last’and Tems’ and
‘Vibe Out’ were the songs that earned all four artists
a spot on the coveted list. As is tradition, the former
U.S. president released his annual summer music
playlist on his social media handles with a caption
explaining how happy he is to share his favourite
summer songs.
He tweeted: “Every year, I get excited to share my
summer playlist because I learn about so many new
artists from your replies—it’s an example of how
music really can bring us all together”.

T

he Association of
Advertising Agencies of Nigeria
(AAAN) has renewed the
tenure of members of its
executive board.
The members were
returned for a new
two-year term following
an election at the 49th
annual general congress
of the association, held
in Lagos. According
to a statement from
the association, Steve
Babaeko, founder of
X3M Ideas, a Lagosbased digital advertising agency, remains the
AAAN president.

TOBI AMUSAN SMASHES WORLD
RECORD

STYLE

DESIGN
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or two consecutive days,
October 26th -29th,
2022, Lagos Fashion
Week is scheduled to take
over the Nigerian fashion
scene. The event was announced on the platform’s
official Instagram page with a
caption that read,” For over a
decade, we have cultivated a
strategy that focuses on Collaboration, Community and
Co-creation. Maintaining these
three strategic pillars for Lagos
Fashion Week has required
us to think through new ways
to engage the African fashion
ecosystem that can generate
lasting impact. It has required
us to assess the pressing
needs of the industry at each
growth stage and identify how
we can support closing gaps
and connecting the dots. This
has been the driving force behind our initiatives since inception and will continue to shape
our engagement this season.

FG PERMITS NIGERIA AIR TO LEASE
AIRCRAFTS TO BEGIN OPERATIONS

T

he Federal Executive Council (FEC)
has approved the lease of three Airbus
and Boeing aircraft by Nigeria air to
begin operations.
The Minister of Aviation, Senator Hadi
Sirika, announced this after the federal
cabinet meeting presided over by President
Muhammadu Buhari.
He said: “I said that we are starting with
three aircraft, for the first instance, to do
the runs, and then we progress. As to the make and type, we will be having
eventually a mix of the two, the Air Buses and the Boeings. And this will start
as a domestic airline. And then it will, of course, grow to become regional and
international and also intercontinental. On timeline, it is a process we’re progressing. We will announce the commencement date soon,” noted Sirika.
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The first thing you notice about Chief Jonathan Boytie Ogufere is his bubbly and energetic
spirit, which belies his age. At 90, he is older than the country and has lived through the best
and worst of her existence. Even more interesting is the loads of amazing stories he has to
tell about it, like being chosen as one of the telegraphists who was presented with letters of
commendation for their excellent performance during the visit of Her Royal Majesty the Queen
of England. There’s also another one about his involvement in the Federal Government’s postwar activities of ‘Reconciliation, Rehabilitation and Reconstruction and his career in sports
development, particularly the area of football. An upright gentleman, his life experiences prove
that a good character is the only guarantee of everlasting, carefree happiness. While there’s no
universal definition of a good life, we can learn from the teachings of great minds like Chief
Ogufere to define our own good lives. In this interview with FUNKE BABS KUFEJI, he shares
some of these stories with us and the joys of turning 90.
Being a civil servant in Nigeria is not as prestigious as it used to
be as it is now plagued with corruption, half-baked school leavers and more. Tell us what the civil service was like in your time
and some of the memorable times you had?
Before answering these questions, let me use this medium again
to express my gratitude to Almighty God for making me what I have
been in His mercy, grace and divine favour to my family and me.
In answer to your question, the Nigerian civil service in the preIndependence era was fashioned by the Colonial Government like
the British pattern, which was stringent in appointing only qualified
personnel into the service. When appointed, they were regularly
subjected to rigorous training and orientation and in-service-trainings
as the personnel’s rank and training needs demanded efficiency and
reliability. Promotions were based on performance, honesty, credibility, character, productivity, etc., not by any biased means or ethnic
sentiments, or corruption.
For example, I recall a time when seven of us (six males and one
female) were appointed as pioneer Assistant Telecommunication
Controllers in 1957 in Lagos. After our training, we were to be posted
to the then Lagos Capital City and the three Regional Headquarters.
Our expatriate boss Mr E. A Richardson sought our consent that
the only female in our ranks, the then Miss Elizabeth O. Jacob, now
Mrs Elizabeth O. Nwaeze, should be retained in Lagos. He explained
that the other postings would be through the casting of lots to avoid
suspicion of favouritism. He then proceeded by putting in a hat six
pieces of paper in which he had written Ibadan in two, Kaduna in two
and Enugu in two. He subsequently asked the six of us to pick one
each. That was how our postings were implemented and how my
colleague and I were posted to Enugu. The other colleagues were
posted to Ibadan and Enugu, respectively, and no one had any cause
to complain or grumble. That example of fair play and justice had a
lasting impression on our minds.
Over time, I served in Lagos, Benin City. Coincidentally, I saw the
dawn of Nigeria as an Independent Nation in Enugu in 1960 and the
end of the Nigerian Civil War in {Enugu in 1970. I also participated in
the Federal Military Government’s Reconciliation, Rehabilitation and
Reconstruction programme after the Civic war in Enugu. Finally, after
my transfer to Lagos in 1976, I attained the zenith of my career when I
was promoted to my branch head before my retirement in 1986.
I used sports as an effective instrument of friendship, entertainment
and unity and being people-oriented, I founded the P & T “Rockets
“ FC of Benin City in 1967 and the P & T “Vasco Da Gama” FC of
Enugu in 1970; I was, in addition, a member of the Board of the Nigeria Football Association spanning a period of over ten years.
In recognition of my performance and efforts, “Ogufere Street” was
named after me in Enugu by the State Government, and the street
still exists today.

Indeed, it is common
to talk about the good
old days, but I believe
that Nigeria is in the
process of evolution,
and the country will
live to the vision of the
founding fathers as a
great Nation.
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You were privileged to have served at a time
when things worked properly in the civil service. Nowadays, we hear of pensions/salary
delays, workers not putting in their best and
more. What do you think caused the shift?
The Civil Service was considered the most secured employment sector in the past, with salaries
paid regularly and unfailing pensions paid regularly. However, the office of Permanent Secretary,
considered a career appointment, became politicized, adversely affecting the entire system with a
consequent rise in corruption.
You were one of the 12 telegraphists specially
selected from the Posts and Telegraph Department to work as part of the Royal entourage
when HRH Queen Elizabeth II and her consort,

the Duke of Edinburgh, visited Nigeria in 1956. Tell us about your
experience working as part of the Royal Entourage?
Barely five years after joining the Post and Telegraph Department,
it was incredible and exciting to have been selected after rigorous
interviews and training to be part of the entourage as back room crew
that accompanied HRH Princess Elizabeth and her Royal consort, the
Duke of Edinburgh on their visit to transmit telegraph messages pertaining to the Royal visit to the colonial office in the United Kingdom
and the media houses from the reporters that covered the visits. It
was a highly motivating and life-changing experience as we travelled
from Lagos to Ibadan, Enugu, Port-Harcourt, Kaduna, Jos and Kano
and saw the glamour, pomp and pageantry and display of the various culture and traditions of our country. We performed our functions
efficiently, diligently and successfully, and this resulted in our receiving letters of commendation from the director of the Post & Telegraph
department for a job well done.
It’s amazing that you witnessed the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee
this year in June. Did this bring back any memories?
From the vantage point of my service during the first visit of HRH in
1956, there has always been this nostalgic feeling at every stage of
the glorious and wonderful life of Her Royal Majesty Queen Elizabeth
ll as she became a peculiar personality of interest in me.

CHIEF
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BOYTIE
OGUFERE
AGELESS @90

You were also passionate about sports in your days, especially
Football and made an impact in the sector, even owning your
football clubs, 1966 P& T “Rocket” and 1971 P&T “Vasco Da
Gama”. What was it like running a football club in those days?
Coming from a football background in Sapele, Port-Harcourt, Enugu, where I was the executive of Enugu Black Rocks Football Club in
1959 and Lagos, I learnt a lot from the history of great pioneers like
Chief Festus Okotie - Eboh. At the time, he founded the Bata Football
Club of Sapele before he became the first Minister of Finance in the
First Republic. The famous Lekan Salami of WNDC, later IICC FC of
Ibadan, Chidiack the Lebanese, Orok Oyo and others who ran the
Port-Harcourt “Red Devils” Football Club, as well as Justice Chuba
Ikpeazu (SAN) founder of Ikpeazu Redoubtables of Onitsha and Chief
Israel Adebajo founder of Stationery Stores Football Club of Lagos.
However, what spurred me into Football, Management, Administration, and Ownership was the bitter pill of the defeat of the Nigerian
National team, then the “Red Devils”, by Ghana by seven goals to 2
in the 50s at the Accra sports stadium. After that, I resolved to play
a positive role in making Nigerian great in Football. It takes a lot of
passion, finance, time, devotion and some elements of luck to run a
successful football club.
What major feat were you able to achieve with the club, and what
happened to your football clubs?
In Benin City, like most other towns other than Lagos, National
competitions such as the Challenge Cup or FA Cup teams were
represented by combined town teams other than clubs. However,
in 1967 the emergence of P & T Rockets FC led to the formation of
other clubs such as the Vipers FC, Bendel Insurance FC of Benin
City, etc. This also was the case in other cities as it was discovered
that in a city like Lagos, teams like Railways, Marines, ECN, UAC,
and Stationery Stores were more cohesive and formidable than town
teams hurriedly put up. Similarly, In Enugu, for instance, P & T Vasco
Da Gama became strong rivals to Enugu Rangers. P & T Vasco Da
Gama was one of the teams that started the National League. In the
final of the League in 1973, they were third on the final table behind
Rangers FC and Mighty Jets of Jos FC, a position that one analyst
said hardly reflected the team’s performance as it was very formidable at the time.
The restructuring of the Post & Telecommunication Department
in 1985 into two corporate bodies of NITEL and NIPOST led to the
dwindling fortunes of both clubs. The brand P & T Vasco Da Gama

15

was sold to what today constituted Akwa United after I had left
the service.

Are any of your children following in your footsteps in sports or
toeing the line of civil service?
Yes. As sports teach one the spirit of fair play,
certainly the children have imbibed that spirit
through my lifestyle and actions. Practically, some
of them have taken to other sports other than
Football. Three of my children belong to Golf
Clubs in Ikoyi, Chicago and London, respectively.
The nearest to Football is my grandson Obaro, a
I have let my life be
talented Rugby player in his County in London.
driven by the “Golden
Regarding my offspring’s profession and career
Rule”: “Do unto others
inclinations in the first part of the question, I will
as you wish them to
say it is widespread. However, their career inclinations are mainly in the private sector and cooperdo unto you”. Besides,
ate bodies in Nigeria and the diaspora.

I found it imperative
early in life to be fair to
all and in my dealings
with people

What memories do you have about Nigeria
growing up?
Indeed, it is common to talk about the good old

Wallace Ogufere

days, but I believe that Nigeria is in the process of evolution, and the
country will live to the vision of the founding fathers as a great Nation.
Turning 90 is a big deal, and I celebrate you, sir. Please tell us
what the most rewarding things about getting older are?
I have always said that I have not taken for granted the attainment of my age but attribute it to the mercy, grace and favour of the
Almighty God. The most rewarding things about getting older are
acknowledgement, respect and recognition.
What are the activities you miss most that you aren’t able to do
now?
God Almighty has been wonderful in His love, kindness and favour
to me since I can still do most of the things for which He placed His
talents in me. I pray I will continue to devote myself to charitable
endeavours for the remaining years of my life.
What are the most important lessons you’ve learned in your life?
I have let my life be driven by the “Golden Rule”: “Do unto others as
you wish them to do unto you”. Besides, I found it imperative early in
life to be fair to all and in my dealings with people. Above all, my life
has been anchored on the virtue of “Service”. Service to God, service
to man, my country, and myself.
What life advice would you pass along to the younger generation?
First and foremost is total belief, faith and trust in Almighty God.
Serve and obey Him. Have attainable goals, be modest in life and
actions, and be disciplined and hardworking. Appreciate the virtues
of perseverance. Patience and tolerance should be imbibed while not
neglecting charity and benevolence. Also, building good relationships
with our fellow humans will ultimately result in a successful life and
self-fulfilment.

As the eldest son it has been a privilege for me to have a dad who has lived
a life of service to his nation, his God and
his family. My dad exemplifies the adage
that a good name is better than silver or
gold. As the patriarch of our family, my
dad has built a good name for the family
and set a high standard of integrity, discipline, hard work, fairness and generosity.
We are so proud of all his accomplishments and thank God that we have the
opportunity to celebrate him on his 90th
birthday. Pops always demonstrated
great patience. And stick-to-itiveness.
I’ve never seen him give up on anything
or anybody. He has taught us the virtues
of honesty, loyalty, conscientiousness,
and persistence. He has been generous when others may have chosen to
be greedy. He has always said, “What
can I do for you?” when others might
have asked, “What’s in it for me?” He
has always spoken softly and carried a
big stick. And some of that, I know, has
rubbed off onto me. In his latest book,
Through the Furnace of time, I quote,
“The following immortal sayings can sum
up my counsel to the children to remain
focused and united.
My pop is still alive to enjoy the fruit of
his labour. He is a living legend who has
touched many lives and changed his
world.
Happy Birthday Pops.

For as long as I can recall, the Chief has
been a public figure and in the eye of
the media. A classy dresser with regal
bearing, he conducted himself with the
highest integrity, patience and respect
in dealing with others. No doubt, these
virtues enabled a long, rewarding career
in senior echelons of public service and
society. Over the years, he has worked
to instill these same virtues in us his
children, as well as extended family. He
taught us by his example, the value of a
good name.
Growing up, I personally enjoyed many
privileges from his positions and standing
in society. At the time, I may have taken
those privileges for granted, but now fully
appreciate how hard the Chief must have
worked to earn those honours. Therefore,
it is fitting that high respect was rendered to him by the family at his birthday
celebrations. The presence of senior government functionaries, revered Monarchs
and their special delegations, dignitaries,
VIP guests, extended family and dear
friends added acclaim to the occasion.
We are humbled and grateful for their
presence and support. To our dear Patriarch, Okakuro Jonathan Boytie Ogufere,
Ugbugba of Okpe Kingdom, 12th
Okpako-Amua of Okirighwre-Sapele, and
head of Orhorho ruling house of Okpe
Kingdom, I say congratulations Sir! We
are proud of your accomplishments. May
His grace uphold you in good health and
in continued service to the community
and Nigeria at large. May your wisdom
and counsel also continue to abound to
the family. Amen.
Ese Adejuwon

Tony Ogufere

As I listened to my Papa, respond to
tributes from dignitaries and guests at
his 90th birthday celebration and book
launch, I was filled with strong emotions
of love, respect and profound admiration
for a man of great wisdom, learning and
world experiences.
His life story, aspects of which are recounted in his autobiography Through the
Furnace of Time, really helped complete
fragmentary images I previously held of
family origins in Sapele, his exploits in
government, football administration, world
travel, devotion to family, the Christian
faith and service to the community. My
immense gratitude goes to him for his
commitment in completing this book.
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You witnessed and experienced the Nigerian civil war
from 1967-1970. What was
Nigeria like in those years, and
why is it important that Nigeria
never goes through war again?
I was in Benin City in Mid-West
during most periods of the civil
war and in Enugu three days
before the end of the Civil war.
The period in question was a
period of fear and horror when
people ran helter-skelter, and
the scarcity of rare commodities
resulted in hunger and starvation. This was accompanied by a
high sense of insecurity and total
devastation of the economy,
destruction of properties and
loss of millions of lives. It was
an experience we as a Nation
should never pray to go through
again.
You were involved in the postwar activities of “Reconciliation, Rehabilitation and reconstruction. Tell us how all the
three r’s were achieved?
Having served in Enugu in
1957 and from late 1959 to 1962,
I was well known by most P &
T Department staff in the then
Eastern Region; I also knew a
good number of the senior staff.
At the war’s end, I took office
as the territorial controller of the
then East Central State. When
the staff were asked to report to
Enugu, they met someone they
were familiar with. This helped
tremendously in establishing a
cordial and working relationship.
When the Federal Military Government came up with the Reconciliation, Rehabilitation and
Reconstruction programme, my team undertook a tour and survey of
P & T facilities in the East Central State. After that, I launched the P
& T Sports and Welfare Club to serve as a vehicle for Reconciliation.
This was followed by providing interim postal and telecommunication
facilities to enable families separated by the civil war to be linked up
with their loved ones in other parts of Nigeria and the diaspora. The
next phase of Rehabilitation started with a comprehensive survey
of postal and telecommunication facilities and their reconstruction.
As the movement of plants and equipment required by P & T and
other Government departments from across the Niger to the wardevastated East Central, Rivers and Cross River States commenced,
the interim Rehabilitation of the war-damaged Niger bridge was given
priority. This facilitated the Rehabilitation and Reconstruction process.
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My darling Pops instilled a lot of values
in my siblings and I. He is a gentleman
who respects everyone regardless of age
and status.
A few values I hold dear to my heart
are the importance of a good name, loyalty and charity. I fondly remember talking
with my dad where he would say that a
good name outweighs all worldly riches.
A great name, however, opens doors,
bends the ears of kings and gives access to things once thought unattainable.
He also taught us that maintaining the
value of a name is a selfless act because
you will benefit from this value and your
future generations. This is why we always
operate with caution and extraordinary
integrity. We look beyond ourselves
and offer the necessary help to people
around us to improve their lives. We
make decisions knowing that we will not
taint our name and the legacy nurtured
over these years.
I see this mindset in my children as

well, as they continuously strive to impact
those around them positively. Happy
birthday, Pops! May the Lord bless and
keep you in good health and sound
mind.
Barrister Violet Onyemenam

A life of excellence and service. I am so
proud of what my dad has achieved in
his lifetime. Through hard work, integrity,
deligence and resilience he made his
mark on the civil service of Nigeria and
was a pioneer of sports administration.
As a father he was supportive, God
fearing, always encouraging and ready to
listen to your concerns. He deserves to
be celebrated and we are proud of him.

opportunities for all his children, male
or female. Even though he had many
sons, he made my sisters and I believe
we could achieve everything we put our
minds to. I recall him teaching us the
famous Archimedes quote, “Give me
a place to stand, and I will change the
world.” This has been one of my guiding
principles.
He is a man who fears the Lord, and
when asked by my friend last month
what has kept him alive at 90 years old,
he was quick to answer, “I serve God,
love people and forgive as I have been
forgiven” This is so true of my father.
I feel honoured and privileged to be his
daughter.
Happy birthday Papa; I love you dearly.

GRANDCHILDREN
Peluwa Adejuwon

Ovo Ogufere

I’m super grateful to God for my father.
The lessons he taught us are several
and tremendous. I got my sense of style
from him. Other virtues such as humility, diligence and integrity are things
that he epitomizes. His love for God
and kind-heartedness towards people
are exceptional. A man of peace and a
highly detribalized man. I channeled the
kind of love, dedication and passion he
has for football to fashion. He taught us
never to strike a lady and impressed on
his children the value of having a good
name. He is an epitome of a blessed and
refined man, someone we all genuinely
love and admire. He is an icon and my
definition of a legend!

When I think of my granddad, I think of
unity. I think of the importance of family
and its support system. He fostered such
a large home that, against all odds and all
expectations of society, remained united
as one big clan. My uncles and aunties
truly have each other’s backs; they may
not all come from the same womb and
they may not always agree on certain issues but be rest assured that the Ogufere
clan is an unwavering fortress of unity.
They are quick to each other’s aid and the
bond that they have transcends continents. This bond is so strong that it has
even trickled down to his grandchildren.
We may be spread out across the globe,
but we are always one phone call away
and once we are all in the same geographic location, it is as though we were
never apart. Chief JB Ogufere is the head
of something special and I hope to carry
on his legacy of the importance of family.
Mercedes Onyemenam

Titi Ogufere

My father is my biggest inspiration. I
remember how he made us learn the
Desiderata and taught us the importance
of having good character. He taught
us the power of integrity, charity and a
good name. He also taught us to be the
change we want to see. The core values
he instilled in my siblings and I have
formed the essence of who I am today.
He is a man that believes in equal
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To know and experience the force that
is Chief J.B Ogufere is one of the greatest privileges of my life. My grandfather
has shown me what it means to live an
entire and meaningful life. One where
devotion and service to God, family and
country come first no matter what. It is a
legacy he’s passed down to his children
and grandchildren alike, and it is reflected
in how we love and cherish every moment we spend together.
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FOR JACQUELINE SUOWARI, THE
BALLPOINT IS MORE THAN JUST A
WRITING TOOL; IT IS A MAGIC WAND
By Isioma Usiade

M

18

any people associate the ballpoint
pen with writing, but not Jacqueline
Suowari, a Nigerian-born artist whose
foray into the art world started at the
tender age of five.
‘’I love the ballpoint pen, especially the black
ballpoint pen because it’s easy to create layers
upon layers with crisp, clear strokes and also because it gives me a precise level of contrast when
I’m shading.’’
For her, it is a magic wand that helps bring her
fascination with human interaction to life. One
which ensures she keeps ardent collectors and
art lovers alike totally enthralled with the stunning
and magnetic pieces she produces through it.
As a child, Jacqueline couldn’t decide whether
she wanted to be an artist, a poet, or a dancer,
so she combined all three into the Jacqueline
Souwari experience and having influences from
creatives helped make this decision. ‘’When I was
growing up, it was not common to find people
outside traditional professional courses who were
financially comfortable. Naturally, my parents,
especially my Mother, were concerned about me
studying a course with unpredictable financial
rewards. However, with the passing of time and
influence from my Father’s friends who were also
artists, Late Mr George “Uncle Geelee” Aken’Ova
and Prof. Jerry Buhari, things got easier.’’ she
says in an exclusive with Thisday Style.
Her dramatic artwork combines detailed drawings with expressive Afro-urban painted elements
in bright, bold colours. Her art also explores the
fetishisation and condemnation of indigenous
Nigerian aesthetics. For Jacqueline, it’s all about

destigmatising subjects that are often taboo
in the country, such as depression, grief, and
shame. ‘’I am deeply fascinated by human communication. I like to study how it is influenced by
identity and body language. Believe me; it’s interesting what a person’s body language reveals
about them when you choose to look behind the
smiles or the charade.’’
These masterpieces, which may stand up to
eight feet tall and involve months of meticulous
drawing, are complemented by poetry and performance art.
Suowari’s works are as inspirational as it is
aesthetically pleasing. She uses her every stroke
to convey hope and empowerment to people,
especially encouraging Nigerians to embrace
vulnerabilities. During the Endsars movement,
she used her drawing of a woman wearing a traditional Ankara wax print dress and loosely styled
dreadlocks to show how the Nigerian police
stereotyped people based on their appearance.
“In Nigeria, if a policeman should find a woman
dressed like that at night, they would say she’s
a prostitute.” Her large-scale portraits depict the
faceless and voiceless masses. She uses it to
empower minority and marginalised people by
telling their stories. She believes that everyone is
born with a specific blueprint. “We can’t make up
this beautiful picture if everybody’s the same,”
She recently began importing papers since
each time she draws; her work grows larger than
the previous one. She wants them to be large
enough for others to notice the details.
When you examine her work with a magnifying glass, you will notice that it is in layers. She

TRY THESE
HACKS FOR
GLOWING SKIN
For her, it is a magic wand that
helps bring her fascination
with human interaction to life.
One which ensures she keeps
ardent collectors and art lovers
alike totally enthralled with the
stunning and magnetic pieces she
produces through it.

Ever looked at another lady’s kin and wondered how
she manages to glow without so much effort? You are
not alone. Radiant, healthy skin can never be overrated;
it is the foundation for looking good. And more
importantly, it is also a sign of good health. If you want
to feel your best and achieve the polished neck-to-toe
finish glow, you’ll want to try – these few tricks.
By Funke Babs-Kufeji

Ever used a body brush?
compares our various experiences to the layering
process. You see a person with whom you can
identify rather than a beautiful person.
Suowari has had the opportunity to participate
in various art fairs in America after being represented by Avant Gallery, which helped to expose
her work to broader audiences and experiences.
Currently running an exhibition in Abuja. She has
also appeared in books like Ben Bosah’s “The Art
of Nigerian Women.”
Her favourite piece of work at the moment is
“How to Scream So No One Can Hear You.” She
adds that she enjoys every aspect of creating the
art, including the various intricacies of the tones
on the skin and the play of light and colour. Not
only that, but the work highlights the unspoken
challenges of people suffering from depression
and mental health issues due to the stigma society has placed on the condition. It also explores
the hypocrisy of those who claim to care.
Jacqueline Suowari is not your regular artist;
however, every artist has a distinct style. With
Jacqueline, the ballpoint pen is more than just
a writing tool; it is a magic wand in her hands.
Suowari, like any other artist, wishes to be known
for her huge drawings and attention to detail.
Most importantly, the message underlying all of
her work. ‘’I would love to be remembered for
my larger-than-life drawings and my attention to
detail. But more than that, I’ll like to be remem-

Body brushing does wonder
to wake up skin circulation.
Do it every morning before
showering with a round bristle
brush. Start from the stomach,
then take it down to the knees
to quick start some lymphatic
drainage and slough off any
dead cells.

Hydration is Key.

bered for the message of my work. With everybody of work I begin, I am
addressing issues that affect our everyday living and hopefully proffering
solutions that make life easier.’’
Finally, everyone possesses exciting facts that many people are
unaware of. Jacqueline enjoys both dancing and good food. She has a
white fluffy pet dog who is nine years old. She is a plant mum with over
21 plants in her home and enjoys Alté music from Nigeria and hip-hop
tracks from the 1990s and early 2000s. She also has a peculiar manner
of laughing. For Jacqueline, ‘’The ability to see and experience life differently and also bring a thought to life through lines and colour’’ is what
keeps her going.

First of all, drink a lot of
water. Also, make sure to keep
your skin moisturised at all
times. The more thoroughly
hydrated your skin is, the more
you’ll get that healthy glowfrom-within.

Fake that glow.

It would help if you tried body
makeup to achieve flawless
skin, as it smooths and evens
skin tone. Massage the cream
into prepped skin using circular
motions. Alternatively, you can
create this same uniform tone
by adding a few bronzing drops
to your body lotion.

Highlight strategically.

Stay clear of glitter and stick
to a rich moisturiser. At most,
you can use a highlighting
cream with shimmer. Run a
layer of either the moisturiser
or illuminating cream bronzer
down the front of your leg for a
longer and finer shape, and also
take it across the tops of your
shoulders and collarbone, too.
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By Usiade Isioma

Fashion is a much bigger business than
it was a few years ago, and the beauty
of it is that whatever area you wish to
pursue, you can be sure that there is a
market for it. Most people delving into
it always target the creative aspect with
dreams of becoming the next big thing on
the runway. However, as with any other
business, you cannot go into it blindly.
It’s a good idea to clearly understand
what you want to accomplish with your
chosen career. Here are a few ideas to
begin the journey and words of inspiration
from true fashion creatives to get you
rejuvenated and realigned.

THE

SURVIV
By Dr. Kemi DaSilva-Ibru

Dear Reader,
Welcome to the WARIF Survivor Stories Series, a monthly feature, where stories
of survivors of rape and sexual violence are shared to motivate and encourage
survivors to speak their truth without the fear of judgment or stigmatization and
to educate the public on the sheer magnitude of this problem in our society. The
Women at Risk International Foundation (WARIF) is a non-profit organization set up
in response to the extremely high incidence of rape, sexual violence, and human
trafficking of young girls and women in our society. WARIF is tackling this issue
through a holistic approach that covers health, education, and community service
initiatives.
Childhood abuse is more prevalent than most people know. It is said to be the
most common issue of trauma in adulthood. It’s so sad that a large percentage of
children go through “Child Traumatic Stress” when sexually abused. Most time, the
perpetrators are the so-called trusted family members, associates, and friends. This
is often possible through grooming and most families have fallen prey to it. Mine
wasn’t an exception and I want my story to be a lesson to other families so they can
avoid my pitfalls and the mistakes made.
Raped by a stranger, stigmatized, and
raped again
As a teenager, I had lofty dreams
of becoming a pilot and thought the
paths were laid out for me to achieve
my aspirations. But when I became 14
years old, all my dreams and aspirations
were cut short, and I had to take up
a cleaner role in a secondary school
establishment just to survive and take
care of my son.
My name is Maryam* and I am 34
years old. I am the fourth born in a
family of five but lost both parents
before I turned 5 years old. My maternal
aunt and her husband who had three
children of their own were kind enough
to take me in and raise me, that made
me their fourth child by extension.
They were both lecturers at a Federal
University and lived in the university’s
staff quarters. My aunt and her husband
were very supportive, they enrolled me
in good schools, gave me all the support
needed to excel in my academics, and
treated me as their child.
My ordeal started when I embarked
on a journey to visit my maternal
grandmother in the village somewhere
in the north-central part of Nigeria. My
grandma had fallen ill, and my aunt
needed to deliver some items to her. I
chose to go to the village to deliver the
items to my grandma because I had
not seen her since I started staying with
my aunt. My aunt dropped me at the
park and waited for the bus to take off
before leaving. We said our goodbyes
and the journey started. Not long into
the journey, the vehicle broke down
and we had to spend some time on the
road fixing the vehicle. On getting back
on the road after fixing the vehicle, the
journey became slow because the bus
was moving at a snail’s speed. At 7 pm
the driver informed us that we could not
continue with the journey because the
road was bad and dangerous at night so
we had to park the vehicle and spend
the night in the next village ahead.
The passenger who sat next to me
from the beginning of the journey was
a gentleman in his late thirties. He told
me his name was Aliyu and he had
chatted with me throughout the journey
about the seminar he attended in Lagos
to other stories about road travel. He

You need to be Creative

To succeed as a fashion designer, you have to be
creative. Be known for your aesthetic. This could be your
style of sewing, use of fabric, or design. Just be unique in
your way.

Originality at its peak

Draw your vision from your idea. Being original is what
makes you stand out among the crowd. Sometimes
your style might take time to be understood, but that’s
precisely what makes you different from others when
your design is specially traced to you alone.

Be Confident

As a fashion designer, you need to build self-confidence.
Being confident in what you do is the number one key
to success. You should be confident in your designs and
always display and wear them with pride.

You don’t need to be
an expert sketcher

Thanks to technology, you can use software programs
to create designs. While drawing skills help, you do not
need to be a professional artist to be a fashion designer.

Know your craft

A clear understanding of shape, texture, form, and colour
design is key.

Build an Industry Network

Invest in fashion industry networking. Continue to meet
industry professionals; staying connected with designers,
manufacturers, and suppliers is important. Attend fashion
events and stay current with fashion news.

Passion, drive, and Enthusiasm
can go a long way.

You need to love what you do and be determined in
other to stand firm in the fashion industry. Sometimes
your efforts take time to bear fruit, so you need the drive
to keep pushing till you get there.

MAI ATAFO & NAOMI CAMPBELL
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seemed very nice, and I did not think
twice about it when he offered that
instead of sleeping in the bus at a car
park, I should spend the night at his
mother’s place which was in the next
village where we were to stop for the
night. I imagined taking a bath, having
a good meal, and getting proper rest as
we had been on the road all day amid
vehicle problems. Aliyu’s mother was an
elderly kind woman who ensured that I
was well taken care of as Aliyu told her
about our experience. She offered me
her room to sleep in, but Aliyu requested
that I sleep in his room instead, that he
would spend the night with his friends in
the village. We all said goodnight and I
retired for the night.
Later in the night, I heard repeated
bangs on the door. With Aliyu’s mother
fast asleep, I went to the door to find
out who was knocking, and it turned out
to be Aliyu. He asked me to open the
door because something unusual had
happened at his friend’s place and he
had to leave. He told me he would sleep
on the floor in his room, and I went back
to sleep. After a while, I felt a weight on
my body that awoke me from my sleep.
Aliyu was forcing himself on me while
he covered my mouth with his hands.
He ripped my pants as I struggled and
pleaded with him with tears in my eyes,
but he didn’t stop. Aliyu raped me.
I couldn’t sleep after the experience,
the mattress had blood stains and I
felt pain in my tummy and vagina. He
apologized, said he was sorry and
boiled water to massage my body. In the
morning, he took me to the park. I did
not see his mother before I left, he told
me she was still asleep. I neither told
my grandmother what happened upon
arriving at the village nor did I tell my
aunt and her husband upon my return
to Lagos because I lacked the courage
to do so. I had mood swings, was
irritated by the presence of members
of the opposite sex and I had constant
flashbacks, but I did not know who to
open up to.
I missed my period in the months
that followed my travel, but since I had
just recently begun menstruating, my
aunt felt the irregularity was normal. I
had always been a good child, so she
did not suspect that anything might

be wrong. However, my aunt’s friend
called her and insisted she carried out a
pregnancy test because she suspected
that I was pregnant. I was taken to the
hospital and the pregnancy test came
out positive. My aunt was heartbroken,
saying that I had betrayed their trust and
they couldn’t bear the shame my staying
in their home would bring. Despite my
pleas and even though it was not my
fault, their mind was made up - I had left
them with no choice but to return me to
the village. As I packed my belongings, I
cursed the day I met Aliyu the rapist.
That was the beginning of the end
of my dreams and aspirations. I was
returned to the village to be with my
grandmother, my schooling stopped,
and I was a pregnant teenager in
the village. The shame and stigma I
experienced in the village was a bitter
pill to swallow. I watched my mates
go to school while I stayed at home
because I was pregnant from a rape
incident. After nine months, I gave birth
to a baby boy. My grandmother took
care of both of us while I assisted her
with house chores and took care of my
baby.
When my son became one year old,
I decided to go in search of his father. I
was 16 years old at the time. I went to
the village, met with Aliyu’s mother, and
reminded her of my stay in her house
about two years prior. Aliyu’s mother
kept glancing at my son but asked no
questions and made no comment. I
am sure she was wondering how I was
with a baby that looked exactly like her
son Aliyu. I demanded to see her son
and she asked someone to take me to
his office in town. Aliyu was shocked
when he saw me, but he could not
deny that the child was his due to the
striking resemblance. I told him he had
to take responsibility for what he did
and for his child, but he told me that
he was married with three children and
that on the night he raped me, he had
sneaked out of his matrimonial home
to come back to his mother’s place. I
insisted that he come with me to see my
relatives which he did. He told them he
could make me his second wife on the
condition that his family never knows
I exist. My relatives were angry and
rejected his offer. He stormed out angrily
and he has never checked up on us
since that day.
My hatred for Aliyu grew. How could
I live with seeing the face of my abuser
every day as I looked in the face of
my son? How could I cope with this
pain, nursing the child of my abuser?
What calmed me was the thought that
my child is innocent of the crime, and
he should not be made to suffer for
his father’s wrongdoing. After nursing
my baby for five years, I returned to
Lagos in search of greener pastures.
By the time, I arrived, I learned that
my aunt and her family had relocated
abroad. I got a job as a cleaner in a
secondary school, and I was able to
start sending money to my grandma
to cater to herself and my son. Things
began to look up as my son did well
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academically.
On a certain evening after a hard day’s
work, I decided to relax at a kinsman’s
bar and treat myself to a plate of pepper
soup and drink. I sat at a table alone,
but two men later joined the table and
ordered drinks. I recognized them from
previous visits to see the owner of the
bar who was my kinsman, so when they
engaged me in general discussions, I
obliged. The men offered to pay for my
drinks, but I declined the offer, telling
them not to worry about it. After some
time, I was pressed, stood up to use
the bathroom, and returned to continue
with my drink. That was the last thing I
remembered.
I woke up naked on a bed in a
stranger’s room. I was startled and
confused, only to turn and see one of
the guys from the bar. My anxiety rose
and I woke him up and asked what I
was doing in his room, and he told me,
that I fell asleep and then he brought
me to his place. ‘So, why am I naked’ I
asked, he responded that we had sex
as he reached out to pull me close,
demanding that we do another round. I
slapped his face, hit him several times,
and got up to wear my clothes. He just
sarcastically laughed at me and said
that I could do nothing to him. I stormed
out of his apartment and left for my
house in a hurry. On getting home my
neighbor came to my room because
she had worried about me. It was unlike
me not to return home and not inform
her ahead of any engagement that
would make me stay out for the night.
Amidst tears, I narrated my ordeal at
the hands of the man from the bar and
she comforted me and encouraged me
to go to the police. We both went to the
police station and reported the case,
and the perpetrator was arrested.
I had a mental breakdown after this.
Why me? I asked. I became bitter and
angry, and I resented men in general.
I lost concentration a lot and had
feelings of guilt, blaming myself for all
that had happened to me, this led to
me becoming depressed and suicidal.
Despite all these, good fortune shone on
me, and things took a turn for the better
after I got directed to WARIF Rape Crisis
Centre.
At the WARIF Centre, I got was
able to access medical care including
examinations such as testing and
psycho-social counseling. I was
wounded emotionally from the past and
the counselor was able to help me in
dealing with the guilt and self-blame. I
was able to come to terms with the fact
that what happened to me was not my
fault, thus I began my journey through
the process of healing. I decided to
allow my son to meet his father and to
see how I can piece my life together
to be able to aspire to new things for
myself.
I am grateful for the safe space I
have at the WARIF Centre and for the
emotional and psychological support
from the counselor on my journey to
healing.

Dear survivor, please know that you are not alone and it is not your fault. Help is available.
If you have been raped or you know someone who has, please visit us at The WARIF Centre - 6, Turton Street, off Thorburn Avenue, Sabo, Yaba or call our 24-hour confidential helpline
on 08092100009.
For questions or more information please contact: info@warifng.org
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CREATING YOUR
UNIQUE PERSONAL
STYLE

BISOLA BORHA
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STYLE Bisola Borha is the CEO of TrendyBEEvents, an event styling and planning company that throws the kind of events

DESIGN

and parties you would want to be invited to -engaging, personal, creative and above all, FUN. This week the event
guru speaks to FUNKE BABS-KUFEJI and talks about the brand’s 10th anniversary and the plans for its growth.
Can you tell us a little about TrendyBEEvents? What makes your approach to event planning different?
The TrendybBEEvents production,
which I officially established in 2013,
is widely known for breaking boundaries while creating jaw-dropping
events. Over the years, our reputation
has earned us several recognitions
and awards internationally and locally,
which we are grateful for. We dare to
be different and stand out with our
event productions, paying attention
to details and creating unforgettable
event experiences for our clients and
guests.
Take us back to when you started
your business. Did you have the
innate qualities to become an event
planner, or was it something you
had to study for?
I had no idea what it was to be an
event planner; I did not even know
that career path existed. A friend
Aisha called me the life of the party,
and she insisted I plan her wedding.
Making that decision changed my career path and mindset because I felt
fulfilled after I planned that wedding.
This made me think about pursuing
a career I felt more fulfilled with, So I
decided to do a course in event planning and focused on
what I wanted to achieve in the
industry. It has not been all rosy, but it
has been worth ploughing into.
I went from being a shy, timid girl
unsure of what she wanted to being a confident woman and planner
extraordinaire.
Starting your business in 2013, social media was gaining popularity;
now that social media is in full bloom, what effect has it had on your
business and has it changed the way you work?
Social media helped spread the word about TrendyBEEvents outstanding work. Shout out to all the wedding and event blogs. They would always
post and share our work on their social media pages and handles. It was
awesome knowing our efforts and commitment were appreciated. When
social media became a thing, I posted at my pace, which was more organic,
and there were fewer social media app rules, but now it’s a lot different, still
fun, but can be overwhelming.
It still helps the business, but referrals promote our work the most now. We
constantly focus on putting in the work in our jobs then social media comes
after.
You have planned many events to date. What was one that stood out
and why?
I am very grateful for all our accomplishments, and I am also thankful
for the event planners that came before us and paved the way.
It has been a journey with lots of events and memories. One of the goals
of TrendyBEEvents is to create unforgettable world-class experiences, so we
have constantly broken boundaries by challenging the norm. From day one,
we have added value to the event industry by bringing pure entertainment
into the event space, which leaves our clients asking for more. We were the
first Event company in Africa to descend a couple’s cake from the rooftop,
likewise a couple onto the stage and descending the whole stage from the
rooftop. We also did this from underground, giving us loads of recognition in
the industry. The event that stood out the most was when we descended the
couple from the roof in 2016. It was the first time that something like that was
done in Nigeria and loads of international and local media carried the video
clip because it was termed unbelievable then in this clime. TrendyBEEvents
constantly outdid itself. We are all about undiluted entertainment that stands
out and has evolved over the years.
Looking back, what will you say has been your biggest lesson from running an event styling and planning company?
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My biggest lesson is that you
build the best working relationship
with your staff, clients and vendors while striving to get the best
results.

Great style is about confidently approaching each day and having the
right wardrobe might help with that.
Whatever life throws at us, it’s important to be able to adapt while preserving our unique style. Personal
style has far-reaching consequences
that go beyond making a good first
impression.

Starting a business can be
daunting, especially in the Nigerian climes. Did you feel like you
wanted to quit at any time, and if
so, what made you press on?
Remembering my why kept
me going. Yes, I had had days
when I was like, I am done, I have
achieved so much already, but
then I remembered my why and
realized I had not even started
because there is so much more to
give as I grow. My ultimate why is
to create happiness while I build
a legacy. This will add value to my
colleagues’ friends’ families, and
humanity.
Who were your mentors when
you started the business, and
have you mentored anyone on
your 10years journey?
I selected my mentors from the
top 100 event planners in the world
in 2013 and mirrored them. In 2021
I was listed and recognized as one
of the top 100 event planners in
the world with the biggest wedding
Congress DWP Congress Dubai. It
was humbling and got me thinking
that anything is possible when you
stay focused.
I have a mentoring workshop,
“Planner Extraordinaire Project”
(PEX Project), that has mentored hundreds of event planners. We started in
2019 and have been able to help and guide small event planners to begin
their entrepreneurial journey. And I’m still looking to help many more people,
as I am dedicated to adding value to the event industry in Nigeria and Africa
as a continent.
In the ten years you have been in business; you made huge strides.
What made TrendyBEE stand out from other event styling and planning
companies?
Preparation meeting opportunity. After constantly putting out our work,
TrendyBEEvent dared to be different, giving our clients world-class service
at a time when other events companies were playing it safe with their ideas.
News soon went around about TrendyBEEvents from people who experienced our work and services. We stayed true to creating mind-blowing
decors and events, which was not popular then. Thankfully, my mentors,
friends and colleagues supported the brand and celebrated our achievements with us. Over the years, many event planners have emerged from
TrendyBEEvents and are now paving the way for others and doing great jobs
today. It’s so amazing to see a lot of the things we brought to the forefront
still being done and putting smiles on people’s faces. For me, this is very
rewarding and encourages me to do more.
What are your plans for Trendy Bee now and in the next ten years?
I see us expanding and branching out as a bigger industry force to be
reckoned with. I want to build a legacy that will supersede me by the grace
of God. A legacy that, with or without me on the helms of affair, the TrendyBEEvent company will keep soaring.
What advice do you have for anyone going into the business but has
zero ideas on where to start?
Learn about the industry first, get some mentors you can mirror, and then
focus on your goals (what do you want to be known for or remembered as,
then act according). Focus on the result you hope to achieve.
want it to do. We have billboards all around the world with “AFROBEATS”
(with an s) all over them. People are reviewing, sharing, and talking about
Afrobeats. They’ve been hearing it for a while; now they know the back story.
The story doesn’t end there, though - SEASON 2 IS COMING.
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Ask for help
When it comes to fashion, don’t be scared to hire a professional stylist if you can afford it. Someone who can help guide
your style and work with you to create comfortable and stunning looks.
Consider your lifestyle goals.
The ideal wardrobe should not only reflect your vision and
originality but should also be adapted to your lifestyle. You want
your style to express your individuality, but it must also work
with your work and lifestyle. Consider the person you want to
project to the rest of the world.
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Seek inspiration
Taking different types of inspiration from various sources is a
great way to get an idea of what
you might like and dislike about
someone’s style.
Trust your intuition and be true GIUSEPPE ZANOTTI
to yourself.
Wear clothes that represent your lifestyle. Focusing on labels
as opposed to style will limit your creativity. Accept fashion as
a tool to express who you are rather than who you think you
should be.
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Stock up on accessories
Accessories are the simplest way to complete any outfit, regardless of the mood you wish
to convey. A stylish ear cuff or
stacked rings can instantly give
you an edge, while pearls can
make you look polished and
ladylike. Add a patterned scarf,
edgy shoes instead of your typical black pumps, or a colourful
clutch.
RENAISSANCE
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